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A genuine work of art in every room, a classic grand hotel ambience
and a 4000 square metre landscaped park make the Parkhotel
Laurin the perfect retreat for travellers looking for a place to escape
the hectic world.

While preserving its historical character, Parkhotel Laurin
simultaneously implements cultural and artistic innovations, facilities,
events, concerts and initiatives that have made it a traditionally
classic place and a hotbed of the new.

The hotel has 100 rooms furnished with fine furniture from the
hotel's own carpentry, extensive conference rooms, an indoor
bar&bistro, a summer lounge, a restaurant (indoors) that becomes
the Park Restaurant in summer, a gourmet restaurant and an
outdoor swimming pool.

WARM WELCOME 
TO A CHARMING HOME-AWAY-FROM-HOME 

Parkhotel Laurin is accessible in every way: only 170 meters from
the train station, five kilometers from the airport, with direct
access to the pedestrian zone of the city and a large parking lot
right in front of the door.

Located in the heart of the historic center and near the Duomo,
guests can immediately upon arrival get acquainted with
Bolzano life, visit museums, taste local wines, go on bike tours or
even reach breathtaking landscapes on foot.

First-class conference and leisure facilities, the distinctive
Parkhotel Lauirn and refined gastronomic offerings make it easy
to combine business with pleasure. Host a corporate outing that
will inspire you with unique activities. Make a big impression with
an impeccable banquet or a private event in a small circle.



All 100 rooms, including 8 single rooms and 7 junior suites, are decorated in different styles and preserve the old elements such as
furniture, lamps, handles and double casement windows. At Parkhotel Laurin, the rooms are designed as places of retreat and tranquility,
so they are acoustically isolated, equipped with soft beds, soft terry bathrobes and an elegant grooming set. The guest feels at home
because nothing is missing: free Wi-Fi connection, light switch on the bedside table, interactive satellite TV with radio, tea corner, pillow
menu, minibar, safe. Also the view that you can enjoy from the room is different: from the hotel's own park to the bell tower of the
Bolzano Cathedral to the nearby Dolomites.

On request, we offer some additional suites by simply connecting rooms: ideal for business clients and families with children or with an
exclusive access to the roof terrace overlooking the city center.

The only exceptions are the standard rooms and junior suites. The former are mostly equipped with a double bed and a bathtub in the
bathroom. The Junior Suites, on the other hand, are divided into two areas: the living area, a small room with TV, sofa and balcony, and
the sleeping area, in addition to the spacious marble bathroom with bathtub and shower, and all offer spectacular views of the park and
the city's cathedral.

ROOMS AND SUITES
STAY OF EMOTIONS



The 30-seat Laurin Restaurant is housed in an Art Nouveau hall, and the adjacent
Mirror Salon seats another 30. On mild days, you can also dine on the terrace at the
front of the hotel. From June to September, the show-cooking restaurant opens in
the park and offers 70 guests a unique culinary experience. Regional and
Mediterranean cuisine is offered, using high-quality seasonal products, accompanied
by a selection of 400 regional, Italian and international wines.
However, the most popular meeting place in Bolzano for a capuccino and a brioche,
for a tasty break with quick dishes, an aperitif or an after-dinner drink, for evening live
concerts where international and famous artists perform, is the Laurin Bar & Bistro,
also called the living room of the city. Surrounded by two terraces and with a cigar
lounge, it is a unique place where you can spend a holiday for every taste.

Even for the most refined tastes, there is a jewel in the garden where guests can enjoy
a 360° experience: The gourmet restaurant ConTanima in the brand new Glass
House, whose cuisine combines tradition and innovation with respect for the
environment.

FOOD, MUSIC AND EVENTS
A 360° EXPERIENCE THAT NEVER STOPS

The hotel's range of rooms is far from
exhausted: the Parkhotel Laurin's prestigious
meeting rooms are ideal for meetings,
conferences, banquets and festive celebrations
with family and friends. Depending on the
occasion, various rooms are available: from
short meetings in private in the intimate Oval
Salon to smaller presentations and conferences
in the elegant ambience of the Ladies' Salon to
the spacious rooms equipped with modern
technology (Rooms 1 and 2, Fireplace Room
and Fountain Room) on the first floor. 


